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although there may be several examples of one or other of them in
each of a small group of remote villages, as Hanhart has shown to be
the case with Friedreich's ataxy in some of the mountain villages of
Switzerland and as Sjogren has found in an isolated district in North
Sweden, where he discovered forty families, all either closely or distantly
related, containing 67 imbeciles of the same type in a population of
7,000. The average number of mentally deficient individuals of all types
in such a population is 28 and of imbeciles 3.
If the percentage of first-cousin marriages giving rise to some abnorm- illustrative
ality is much above one, it is probably recessive, and the rarer the examples
abnormality the higher will this percentage be. In the case of deaf-
mutism with retinitis pigmentosa, 17 per cent of the parents are first
cousins; in albinism 22 per cent; in infantile amaurotic idiocy in Jews
12 to 16 per cent, but in gentiles and Japanese, among whom it is
rarer, 35 and 46 per cent respectively; in xerodermia pigmentosa 47 per
cent; and in ichthyosis congenita 49 per cent.
It must not be thought that consanguineous marriages are necessarily
harmful; they only bring to light recessives latent in the stock, and,
if the stock is sound, are no more disadvantageous than random
marriages.
If a person with a recessive abnormality marries one heterozygous
for it, half the children should have the abnormality and half should
be normal; and the figures for albinism agree very closely with those
expected. If two persons with the same recessive abnormality marry,
all the children will be abnormal. Five such marriages between albinos
have been recorded and all the children were albinos.
Many marriages between deaf-mutes have been recorded, and in some
cases all the children were deaf-mutes, but in others they were
normal. One reason for this is that, although both are recessive, deaf-
mutism with retinitis pigmentosa is genetically different from simple
deaf-mutism, and another is that the condition in one or both parents
was acquired.
The autosomal chromosomes or autosomes are the ordinary chromo- Sex-linked
somes, of which there are twenty-three pairs in man, as opposed to the inhentance
sex-chromosomes, X and Y. The autosomal chromosomes are alike in
both sexes and form homologous pairs, but this is not the case with the
sex chromosomes. In the human male these are dissimilar and are
known as X and Y, the latter carrying no genes, or none allelomorphic
with those in the X-chromosome; but they are alike in the female,
who has two X-chromosomes. This accounts for the peculiar inheritance
of sex-linked characters which are carried on the X-chromosome and
which, being recessive, are manifest in the male but masked in the
female by the dominant allelomorph in the other X-chromosome. The
usual marriage resulting in children with a sex-linked recessive character
is that between a heterozygous female (a carrier) and a normal male
(see Fig. 71, a); half the sons and half the daughters are normal and
incapable of transmitting the character to any of their descendants, half

